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couples LI, L^.-.Ln at the points of support. Two more equations are therefore necessary to find the n couples, and these may be deduced from the conditions at the extremities.
If one end of the rod is free, and at a distance c from the nearest point of support, the stress couple Ln at that point of support is found, by taking moments about it, to be Ln = — ^wc*.
If an extremity rest on a point of support the stress couple at that point is zero.
If an extremity be built into a wall so that the tangent to the rod at that point is fixed in a horizontal position we may imagine that the fixture is effected by attaching that end of the rod to two points of support indefinitely close together. The required condition at that end then follows at once from the equation of the three moments. Let Ln+l be the couple at the wall, Ln that at the nearest point of support and let c be the distance, then writing a = c, & = 0 in the equation of the three moments we have
== 0.
The pressures on the points of support may be obtained by combining equations (10); (11) and (3). If M2 be the pressure on the rod measured upwards at B, we find by eliminating CT2, DV
The case in which TT = 0 has also been attained in Vol. J. Art. 145.
The weight W has been included in the equation of the three moments to facilitate the calculations. It is however evident that we may regard the point of the rod to which the weight W is attached as a point of support at which the pressure is known. Such a point may be included in the equation of the three moments as one of the three consecutive points A, B, 0. The deflection at each of these points being unknown, the extended equation of the three moments fails to determine the stress couple. But the pressure being known, the equation (12) gives an additional equation connecting the stress couples, and the extended equation of the three moments then gives the deflection.
Yielding of the supports. In some cases the points of support are the tops of vertical columns which are themselves elastic. Let the bases of the columns be on the same level, hi, /&2 &c., zlt z^ &c. their original altitudes and their altitudes under pressure; crlt

